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State Facts For Fun Missouri
What's so great about Missouri? Find out the top ten sites to see or things to do in the ShowMe State! We'll explore Missouri's thriving cities, popular parks, amazing museums, and
fascinating history. The Missouri by Map feature shows where you'll find all the places covered
in the book. A special section provides quick state facts such as the state motto, capital,
population, animals, foods, and more. Take a fun-filled tour of all there is to discover in
Missouri.
Explore Missouri in this comprehensive title! Informative, easy-to-read text and oversized
photos showcase the beauty and diversity of this state. Readers learn about the state's history,
cities, land features, animals, industries, sports, famous people, and more! A Tour Book
spread highlights kid-friendly things to do in Missouri. Other features include a table of
contents, fun facts, a timeline, regional and state maps, a facts page with vital information, a
glossary, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Big Buddy Books is an imprint of ABDO Publishing, a division of ABDO.
A brief overview of the geography, history, cities, and people of the Show-Me State.
Missouri Geography-Statistics say most kids know less geography than ever-don't let that
apply to your students! Start by making sure kids know the main places & geographic features
in their own state. Give them activities that pretend they are taking a cross-state bike tour,
using free football game passes, jogging through the state, etc., & they'll find their way around
in a hurry! Geography activities include information on counties, rivers, museums, historic
places, sites of interest, colleges, bordering states, climate, topography, crops and more, all
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ready to reproduce! Approximately 30 activities and 200 geography related places and facts
are covered. Students work alone or in groups and use maps, reference books or resource
people to complete challenging riddles, matching games, word searches, fill-in lists, scavenger
hunts, and completion exercises that reinforce learning, sharpen research skills, and provide a
lively introduction to Missouri.
This unique book combines state-specific facts and 30 fun-to-do hands-on projects. The
Government Projects Book includes making a three branches state government tree and
adding leaves of each branch's functions, designing a simple census questionnaire, staging a
mock classroom election, holding a meeting with Robert's Rules of Order and more! Kids will
have a blast and build essential knowledge skills including research, reading, writing, science
and math. Great for students in K-8 grades and for displaying in the classroom, library or
home.
This unique book combines state-specific facts and 30 fun-to-do hands-on projects. The
History Project Book includes creating a cartoon panel to describe how your state name may
have come about, creating a fort replica, making a state history museum, dressing up as a
famous explorer and recreating the main discovery, and more! Kids will have a blast and build
essential knowledge skills including research, reading, writing, science and math. Great for
students in K-8 grades and for displaying in the classroom, library or home.
Missy the Show-Me Mule: A Story About Missouri introduces young readers to the state of
Missouri through stories about the state animal on a big adventure! The narrative incorporates
state symbols, history, and geography. Factual sidebars, full-color photographs, and stateappropriate recipes support each title. The book ends with state facts at a glance, a reading
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comprehension quiz, and a map with more things to see and do around the state. This title is a
great way to explore Missouri in preparation for state reports or family vacations! Super
Sandcastle is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.

This 180 day, reproducible Social Studies Daily Workbook will introduce your
students to fun, fascinating, and fast facts about their state. Each day, your class
will learn valuable information to supplement the social studies curriculum. Skills
covered in these daily lessons include reading comprehension, basic math
computation, spelling, and new vocabulary words. This book is divided into 36
weekly sections. Topics covered include state basics, geography, history, people,
and government. Every Friday is a 'Fun Friday' where students can dive into
word searches, mazes, puzzles and other activities that stimulate their
imagination!
The reproducible coloring book includes pictures of characters, places, facts, and
fun. The kids can color their way around your state while learning new facts.
Great for school, home or on the road.
This unique book combines state-specific facts and 30 fun-to-do hands-on
projects. The Geography Projects Book includes creating a montage of the
wildlife that lives in your state using cut-out pictures, recreating the path of a state
river with pipe cleaners, building a state tree from fresh or dried leaves or
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needles from as many types of trees as possible, testing soil samples and more!
Kids will have a blast and build essential knowledge skills including research,
reading, writing, science and math. Great for students in K-8 grades and for
displaying in the classroom, library or home.
Smart Kids Presents... Missouri - Unbelievable Pictures and Facts about
Missouri. Does a specific tall man come from Missouri? Do we know more or less
how many people live in the state? In this book you will explore the wonderful
world of Missouri, finding the answers to these questions and so many more.
Complete with incredible pictures to keep even the youngest of children
captivated, you will all embark on a little journey into the great unknown. In
school our children aren't taught in a way that makes them curious and wants to
learn. I want to change that! This book will show your children just how
interesting the world is and help ignite a passion for learning. Your children will
learn how to: Become curious about the world around them. Find motivation to
learn. Use their free time to discover more about the world-and have fun while
doing so! And much more!
Which lake in Massachusetts has one of the longest names of any body of water
in the United States? Which U.S. state began as a prison? In which state is half
of the popcorn eaten in America is grown and packaged? You'll learn all of this
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and more fun facts and interesting trivia about the history, geography and
landmarks in all of the 50 states - from California and Washington all the way to
Maine and Florida--in The Everything Kids' States Book. Packed with 30 puzzles
like dot-to-dots, mazes, word searches, rebus puzzles riddles, and more, The
Everything Kids' States Book will take you on an unforgettable journey across the
U.S. of A.!
IÕm Reading About Missouri is a 48-page colorful book that helps students learn
what makes Missouri unique. IÕm Reading about Missouri helps early readers
learn fun and interesting facts about Missouri. The colorful illustrations, bold,
vibrant art, kid-friendly text and photographs help bring the state to life. IÕm
Reading About Missouri topics include: Native Americans Explorers Settlement
Statehood Flag Capital Seal Nickname Borders President People Bird Flower
Tree Insect Caves Mountains Rivers Landmark Agriculture Sports Claim to Fame
Glossary And More!
This unique book combines state-specific facts and 30 fun-to-do hands-on
projects. The Symbols Projects Book includes creating a model of the state bird,
counting popcorn to visualize state population, creating state borders using craft
materials, making a scrapbook of unique state facts and more! Kids will have a
blast and build essential knowledge skills including research, reading, writing,
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science and math. Great for students in K-8 grades and for displaying in the
classroom, library or home.
The Survivor GameBook is reproducible and allows kids to learn about their state
through timed activities, prize suggestions and an official survivor certificate. The
book includes timed, multiple-choice questions, fill in the blank questions, choose
the appropriate dates and matching that are challenging and fun to answer. This
book covers fascinating state facts and meets state standards.
Daily activities that teach a little bit about Missouri each and every school day!
"Provides facts and craft ideas for each of the states that make up the
Midwestern region of the United States"--Provided by publisher.
It's time to take learning to a whole new level of entertainment. With the nifty fifty
states quiz book, you'll have the time of your life learning a wide variety of
fascinating facts from all fifty states. For example, a few of the questions in this
book include: *Which state has more cattle than people? *Name one of two
states that became states on the same day. *Where is the nation's largest indoor
water-themed park? Geography games are rare, and games that aren't on
pictures on flashcards are even rarer. That's why a nifty-fifty interactive book is
such a great investment. There's a treasure trove of facts and information in the
book, all laid out in a perfect game format, so you can quiz friends and family
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when you're bored, on a long trip, or just to see how much they know!
How much do you know about possibly one of the best-kept secret states within
the United States of America? Missouri history includes the birthplace of a
president, famous baseball players, and famous outlaws. It includes cities known
for their water fountains, being a popular vacation destination, professional sports
teams and players, and more. Missouri is a state that has a fascinating history,
diverse geography, and unique characteristics. Loaded with pictures and
snippets of interesting information, readers of all ages will enjoy expanding their
knowledge of this Midwestern state to the point of seeming to be an expert as the
new information is shared with family and friends. Far from boring, State Facts for
Fun! Missouri is an educational and entertaining experience for the whole family.
Kids will love the humor and pictures that are contained within; while parents will
love that their children are learning (and enjoying every minute of it). Kids will
learn fascinating facts from subjects like history and geography, and will
remember them well because of the book's game like format. Wyatt's varied
interests are demonstrated by the different topics of his interactive "Facts for
Fun" books. From presidents and states to the alphabet, animals, sports and
more, Wyatt uses interactive questions and answers with lots of pictures and
sometimes some humor to make the entertainment obvious, and the education
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subtle.
When the Missouri Territory applied for statehood in 1818, the United States had
an equal number of free states and slave states. The territory's leaders wanted
Missouri to be a slave state. But that would have destroyed the balance of
representation in Congress. A heated debate broke out. The southern
representatives and Missouri's leaders thought states should be able to decide
the slavery question for themselves. Northern members of Congress thought
otherwise. Would the Union split apart over the question of slavery? The Missouri
Compromise settled the argument and saved the Union-temporarily.So why was
the Missouri Compromise of 1820 so controversial?Who was the great
compromiser?What were the terms of the Missouri Compromise?Discover the
facts about one of the most debated compromises in U.S. history.
The Wheel of Fortune GameBook is reproducible and allows kids to guess on
geography, hypothesize on history, explore economics, speculate on civics and
bet on biographies. The Wheel of Fortune GameBook can be used by an
individual or by teams who tally their own scores. Having a wheel to spin to
establish point values for questions adds a fun element to the game. This book
covers fascinating state facts and meets state standards. The book includes
game instructions, a pattern for making a Lazy Susan Wheel and prize
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suggestions.
Grades K-8. Features 30 projects for kids to complete-and includes actual state
facts. Each project is quick, easy, and inexpensive! Projects include: editing state
stories in a current newspaper; writing and broadcasting a short news story;
writing a current event news story that takes place a 100 years from now; and
more! Students will have a blast creating projects. Most projects use ordinary,
easy-to-access materials. 32 pages.
Provides an in-depth and comprehensive portrait of the state of Missouri,
including its history, people, economy, and government.
Searching for creative ways to teach about the unique treasures, histories,
cultures and people of each state? This book is divided into 51 units, each
focusing on state and the District of Columbia. Within that unit, students are given
Fun Facts about the state. These include the origins of the state's name, as well,
as a list of the items the state has designated to represent: state motto,
nickname, bird, tree or flower. Each unit has a craft to be done by individual
students or the entire class. Each craft is tailored to teach students something
unique about the state’s history, people, geography or culture. Discover fun and
fascinating facts about the United States and its people and places. Let the
journey begin!
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Conceived of as a way to commemorate Missouri’s bicentennial of statehood,
this unique work presents the perspective of Gary Kremer, one of the Show-Me
State's foremost historians, on how history has played out in the two centuries
since Missouri’s admittance to the Union. In the writing of what is much more
than a survey history, Kremer, himself a fifth-generation Missourian, infuses the
narrative with his vast knowledge and personal experiences as he thoughtfully
considers what being a Missourian has meant—across the many years and to this
day—to all of the state’s people, and how the forces of history—time, place, race,
gender, religion, and class—shaped people and determined their opportunities
and choices, in turn creating communities of collective experience that draw upon
the past in order to try to make sense of the present and plan for the future.
It’s not necessary to travel far from home for a great hike. With these informationpacked guides in hand, readers have everything they need for the adventure they
seek, from an easy nature walk to a multiday backpacking trip. Each hike
includes: location, length, hiking time, level of difficulty, and if dogs can come
along. Other features include: Trail finder chart that categorizes each hike (e.g.
for particular attractions such as waterfalls and if it’s suitable for families with
kids) Full-color photos throughout Information on the area’s history, geology,
flora, and fauna Full-color maps of each trail
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This unique book combines state-specific facts and 30 fun-to-do hands-on
projects. The People Projects Book includes using sidewalk chalk to draw a lifesized state People on Parade, making a diversity flag, writing a poem about a
state poet, designing a scrapbook of famous state women and more! Kids will
have a blast and build essential knowledge skills including research, reading,
writing, science and math. Great for students in K-8 grades and for displaying in
the classroom, library or home.
The Millionaire GameBook is reproducible and allows kids to learn about their
state symbols, tree, flower, motto, statehood date, capital city, natural resources,
weather and borders. The book includes multiple choice questions that are
challenging and fun to answer with established dollar values to tally for extra
excitement. This book covers fascinating state facts and meets state standards.
Grades K-8. Features 30 geography projects for kids to complete-and includes actual
state facts. Each project is quick, easy, and inexpensive! Projects include: constructing
a replica of the state's capitol building; creating a montage of the wildlife that lives in our
state using cut-out pictures; recreating the path of a state river using a wire coat
hanger; building a state tree from fresh or dried leaves/ needles from as many trees as
possible; and more! Students will have a blast creating projects sure to end up as part
of a geography resource center-all about your state! Most projects use ordinary, easy-toPage 11/12
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access materials. 32 pages.
Crossword puzzles encourage students in grades three through six to recall facts
provided in informational passages on each of the fifty United States.
This soothing nighttime board book takes young readers on exciting and educational
tour of the great state of Missouri. Young children will explore all the fascinating sites
this state has to offer including the mighty Mississippi, St. Louis Arch, Grant's Farm,
SEA LIFE Aquarium, St. Louis Zoo, Hannibal, sports teams, Lake of the Ozarks, City
Museum, Silver Dollar City, Route 66, and more.
Lynne Cheney and Robin Preiss Glasser, creators of the bestselling America: A
Patriotic Primer and A is for Abigail: An Almanac of Amazing American Women, take
you on an unforgettable tour of America—from the Everglades of Florida to the
grasslands of Kentucky to the Sierra Mountains of California. Come along on a summer
vacation from state to amazing state, and learn about interesting regional and historic
facts along the way with an energetic family, and even the family dog!
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